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ERNST PROST

NEW FOUNDATION

“War is death – Peace is life”
Ernst Prost sets up a third foundation to pro-
mote and preserve peace
March 2019 – “Give peace a chance” is the title 
of one of John Lennon’s most famous songs. 
The aim of Ernst Prost’s new foundation is not 
just to give peace a chance, but to actively foster 
it: ‘People for peace – Peace for people’. “Peace 
is a prerequisite for life, integrity and prosper-
ity. And so it is the opposite of war – the cause 
of death, misery and pain, as well as displace-
ment, destitution, and social and economic de-
cline. Peace is non-political and non-partisan 
and cannot be abused for other ends. Through 
this foundation, I want to contribute to the ad-
vancement of international peace. The aim of 
the foundation is to promote peace-keeping 
and peace-making measures, activities and 
programs,” says the founder. Ernst Prost has 
established the foundation with 1 million euro 
from his personal assets.
“In principle, the equation is a simple one: 
Peace means no war. No war means no weap-
ons. No weapons means more money being 
made available to solve the world’s really 
pressing problems,” Ernst Prost is convinced. 
“Unfortunately, solving this equation is much 
more difficult. With the ‘People for peace – 
Peace for people’ foundation, I want to make 
a modest contribution to bringing world peace 
nearer.”
Ernst Prost has established the foundation 
with 1 million euro from his personal assets. Its 
headquarters are in Leipheim and it will be run 
efficiently and effectively, like the ‘Ernst Prost 
Foundation’ and the ‘Ernst Prost Foundation 
for Africa’. The Foundation Board members are 
the founder, his son, Benjamin Orschulik, and 

Ernst Prost’s partner, Kerstin Thiele. All three 
work on a voluntary basis, ensuring that the 
foundation’s income is not eaten up by unnec-
essary costs. No costs are incurred for person-
nel, rooms and leases either.
The ‘People for peace – Peace for people’ foun-
dation exclusively and directly pursues non-
profit and charitable purposes. This includes 
promoting social welfare, training, education, 
science, research, international understanding 
and development cooperation. More specifi-
cally, this means supporting and implementing 
peace research projects and assisting institu-
tions dedicated to peace research. The founda-
tion’s purpose will also be furthered through 
the awarding of grants and prizes for peace 
research projects, and for the creation of ed-
ucational programs and publications that deal 
with war, peace and conflict management. “In 
reality, our field of activity is much more wide-
spread, as there are so many opportunities to 
foster world peace. And, unfortunately, it very 
much needs fostering,” explains the founder. 
For this reason, the foundation also provides 
practical support for vulnerable populations in 
countries in need of development, through fi-
nancial aid, material donations and other mea-
sures to ensure economic, cultural and social 
development.
Ernst Prost is certain that life, integrity and 
prosperity can only flourish over the long term 
in peaceful conditions. “By contrast, military 
conflicts and so-called peacekeeping opera-
tions use up billions of euro,” says Ernst Prost. 
Money that the world’s population could use 
to provide access to clean drinking water, suf-
ficient food and medical supplies. The funds 
could also be used for genuine environmen-

tal protection, modern infrastructure, creating 
healthy, satisfying jobs, affordable housing and 
dignified care for the sick and elderly.
Ernst Prost: “Peace is such a complex term. The 
ultimate goal is world peace, but even in affluent 
societies likes ours, social peace is under threat. 
That is why my third foundation will work for 
peace at all levels, from local to international, 
because peace knows no borders.”
He has been dealing with the subject of peace 
for a good while now. Last May, he decided to 
support Hans Küng’s Global Ethic Foundation 
and has been on the board of trustees since 
then. “My personal interest in new cultures and 
my work as Managing Director of the interna-
tional company LIQUI MOLY mean that I visit 
people from all parts of the world or welcome 
them as guests to our company headquarters. 

This intercultural exchange is very enriching. 
When, for example, customers from the trou-
bled Middle East come together at our trade fair 
stands, it shows me that there are more things 
that unite people than divide them. And that is 
worth working for.”

Ernst Prost establishes founda-
tion for promotion and preser-
vation of world peace

Together for a more peaceful world – 

that’s what the logo of the new foundation 

of Ernst Prost stands for!

Contact the foundation
Kerstin Thiele, Member of the Foundation Board
E-Mail:           info@menschen-für-frieden.de
Internet:         www.ernst-prost-stiftung.de 

Donation opportunity
IBAN: DE92 3607 0050 0190 0570 00
BIC: DEUTDEDEXXX (Essen)
Bank: Deutsche Bank
Reference: 
People for peace – Peace for people
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EDITORIAL

Jörg Witopil
(Copywriter)

Niklas Döhring
(Graphic Artist)

Dear LIQUI MOLY friends,
There is hardly a question that is so difficult to answer right away as the one about 
the meaning of life. Ernst Prost has a clear answer ready with the establishment 
of his new foundation “People for peace – Peace for people”: World peace! For 
integrity, prosperity and ultimately a happy life can only have an enduring chance 
under peaceful conditions. This is a grand and worthwhile goal and one that the 
foundation will be committed to in the future.

If you ask our LIQUI MOLY family worldwide about this search for meaning, a 
glance at our table of values will provide a prompt answer. For over a decade,  
it has stood for our unique corporate philosophy. It makes us an unbeatable  
community of shared values in a world often dominated by war and egoism.

LIQUI MOLY says: We fight together. We win together. We celebrate together – 
most recently at the award BEST BRAND 2019 of the magazine “Motor Klassik”. 
For the 8th time in a row, their readers voted us the best brand in the lubricants 
category. In addition to the 1st places at “Auto Zeitung”, “auto motor und sport”, 
“Auto Bild”, “Motorsport aktuell” and “Motorrad”, this is already the 6th award 
by a public journal this year and proof that our products function excellently in all 
vehicles.

Full speed ahead for LIQUI MOLY! And to ensure that this is transferred to our 
business as quickly as possible, we have plenty of turnover turbochargers for our 
customers: over 4,000 first-class lubricants and problem solvers for cars, motor-
cycles, commercial vehicles, boats, bicycles, garden appliances and industry,  
together with strong service concepts for workshops, creative advertising  
materials for the point of sale and spectacular sports sponsorships for top  
brand presence all over the world.

In this way, we can continue to focus on our Mission 2019: inspire with effective 
products, secure our competitive edge with innovations and give the daily commit-
ment of the LIQUI MOLY family worldwide a lasting meaning with our lived values 
– on both the business and human levels!

We wish you happy reading and excellent business!

More topical today than ever before:
Our values to ensure that business 
success and humanity mesh 
together smoothly.
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BEST BRAND 2019

AWARD

Classic aficionados honor LIQUI MOLY
A truly historic success: For the 8th time in a row, the readers 
of the magazine “Motor Klassik” voted us the top brand in the 
lubricant category! A great success and proof that our Classic 
line has established itself very well with friends of antique and 
modern classics. Many thanks to all those vintage car enthusi-
asts whose hearts beat for LIQUI MOLY!

Happy and 
proud: LIQUI MOLY 
Managing Director 

Ernst Prost 
with the 
winners!
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Michael Roy (left) and Stefan Granzer (2nd from right) from the Motor Presse publishing house 
came in person to Ulm to present the Best Brand winner’s certificate of the “auto motor und 
sport” readers’ polls for the best lubricant brand. Ernst Prost (Managing Director LIQUI MOLY), 
Alexandra Holzwarth (Assistant to Management) and Peter Baumann (Head of Marketing) 

welcomed them and were visibly pleased with the decision of the readers. Once again, we would 
like to say a big “thank you” to all loyal voters; we promise to keep up the good work! ;-) 

BEST BRAND 2019

AWARD
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INTERVIEW

April 2019 – It remains to be seen whether everything was better in the past. It certainly 
was different. 
The motor oil used when the corresponding antique or modern classic was still in pro-
duction has little in common with today’s lubricants. However, this does not mean that 
no modern lubricants are available for classic vehicles, only that they are different. David 
Kaiser reveals what the difference is. He is Head of Development at lubricant specialist 
LIQUI MOLY.

The Classic collection,  
specially designed for engines 
of historic vehicles, comprises 
three mineral-based motor 
oils in the viscosities SAE 30,  
SAE 50 and SAE 20W-50 HD as  
well as the Motorbike 
HD-Classic SAE 50 Street. 
The Classic motor oil line is 
supplemented by the trans-
mission lubricants SAE 90  
and SAE 140. 

LIQUI MOLY expert David Kaiser  
explains why antique and modern classic 
cars need special lubricants

Old but not 
scrap

What happens when a classic car is given a 
sip from a modern oil canister?
David Kaiser: That should lead to a hefty indi-
gestion. Modern synthetic oils are generally 
unsuitable for older vehicles, as they do not 
match the engine technology used at the time.

But doesn’t a modern oil lubricate the  
engine better?
David Kaiser: It is true that modern motor oil 
offers extremely high performance. But the 
performance of these lubricants does not meet 
the requirement profile for classic vehicles. 
Here a completely different set of additives is 
necessary, because modern ash-free oils have 
wear protection that is matched to other engine 
materials. The detergents contained in these 
additive packages prevent sludge formation 
and this is a disaster with old filterless engines. 

To what extent does engine  
manufacture play a role?
David Kaiser: The engines of vintage cars and 
even older modern classics are made of differ-
ent materials and have different manufacturing 
tolerances and oil change intervals than mod-
ern cars. That’s why LIQUI MOLY offers motor 
oils for classic vehicles that are based on spe-
cially developed formulations. 

What is the difference between the new for-
mulas for classics and the earlier ones?
David Kaiser: Old power plants, especially 
those with high mileage and other materials 
such as white metals, non-ferrous alloys and 

sealing elements, require different oils. A major 
difference between today’s classic lubricants 
and those of the past is their performance 
spectrum. They meet the special requirements 
of classic engines and at the same time have 
state-of-the-art wear protection properties. 
Therefore, the modern classic car oils are 
clearly superior to the earlier ones.

Does a classic oil have to perform the 
same as a lubricant for modern cars?
David Kaiser: Back then, just like today, lubri-
cants formed important elements of engine de-
sign. Lubrication is just one of many tasks. The 
oil has to thermally relieve and seal the engine, 
protect it against wear and corrosion, and safe-
guard engine performance. The earlier assem-
blies cannot be compared to the designs and 
loads of today’s. The temperatures and pres-
sures in modern automobile engines are much 
higher than in old units. In addition, the issues 
of exhaust emission reduction and fuel savings 
played no or only a minor role in the past. This 
is precisely why tailor-made oils are so import-
ant, so as not to risk engine damage. That was 
true in the past and it is still true today. Which 
oil is the right one can be found in the manual 
of the vehicle. If you don’t have it anymore or 
are unsure, the oil guide at www.liqui-moly.de 
will help you.

The LIQUI MOLY Classic range
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LIQUI MOLY loves children! And where help is needed, our blue-white-red global brand is not 
far away. Ernst Prost (Managing Director LIQUI MOLY) welcomed Enis Ben M’ Na (kneeling at the 
front), who had already visited the Ulm site last year with his integration project “kick and read” 
for the sale of muffins.  A great success at that time, the kids were once again able to collect 

plenty of donations for the good cause and bring their treats to appreciative eaters. This year’s 
motto was “Football and Integration”.  The dream of a trip to the North Sea came even closer due 
to the many donations! We will keep our fingers crossed and say thank you for visiting us and for 
your great commitment to a colorful, peaceful society! 

FRIENDS & VISITORS
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Not only the winter gave everything at the Biathlon World Championships in Östersund, 
Sweden – for one last time in this season, the athletes with their top performances 
drew all eyes of the international public to the exciting competitions and thus also to 
our highly visible sponsorship along the entire course!

WINTER SPONSORSHIP

BIATHLON WC ÖSTERSUND
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The last World Cup races in Soldeu (Andorra) 
proved to be the crowning finale of the season 
for all athletes, fans and millions of television 
viewers as well as the radiant end of our winter 
sports sponsorship 2018/19. We are already 
looking forward to the 2019/20 season!

WINTER SPONSORSHIP

ALPINE SKI WORLD CUP FINAL SOLDEU
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What began as a dream in 2014 has now become reality: The Bosporus is shining with LIQUI MOLY bril-
liance! During our brand campaign in Istanbul, we left our mark on Automechanika Istanbul – the third 
largest automotive aftermarket trade fair in the world – with our image, our products and the energy 
of our trade fair team. A continuously busy stand with countless great and successful conversations 
was the reward for all our efforts.

TURKEY

AUTOMECHANIKA ISTANBUL

The personalized 
LIQUI MOLY spirit: our trade show team!
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We immediately transferred the power and energy of an overwhelming Automechanika Istanbul
to our two-day MENA meeting at the Bosporus, to which we invited customers, partners and 
friends from Greece, Turkmenistan, India, Bangladesh, Jordan, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Oman, 
the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Libya, Iran, Afghanistan and Iraq.

TURKEY

MENA MEETING

During the meeting, we paid tribute to 
our Iraqi friends of the Autoland 
Company for outstanding sales 
success in 2018!
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Successful comeback in the premier class
Great reception for our great Formula 1 sponsorship: Accompanied by Sean Bratches 
(Head of Marketing for Formula 1, left), LIQUI MOLY Marketing Director Peter Baumann 
was able to get an impression of our outstanding brand presence along the race track 
on the Bahrain International Circuit during the racing weekend. And we couldn’t have 
imagined more action, excitement and attention than at the Gulf Air Bahrain Grand Prix 
for our first appearance as regional sponsor of the Formula 1!

BAHRAIN

FORMULA 1

Pole position for our brand!
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Inform, train, inspire: With his basic technical training at HT Auto in Hanoi, our Application  
Engineer Steffen Niemietz convinced owners, sales staff, marketing staff and mechanics of the 
great benefits of our problem solvers and our unbeatable quality made in Germany.

VIETNAM

Not only the table for the joint victory dinner is getting longer and longer – sales are getting  
bigger and bigger! Together with our highly motivated friends, Vincent Prinzing (Export Area 
Manager) celebrated the 10th anniversary of LIQUI MOLY Vietnam and presented the team with 
the award for over EUR 1,000,000 in annual sales for 2018.

VIETNAM

Symbol for the 
successful 
development of
LIQUI MOLY Vietnam!
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Our appearance at this year’s Automechanika in Ho Chi Minh City drew the attention of all 
visitors and press representatives to our global brand. Especially our motor oils for Asian 
and European vehicles as well as our MOLYGEN and our MOTORBIKE Shooters generated 
a lot of enthusiasm, thanks to the superb presentation and the professional advice of our 
exhibition team.

VIETNAM

AUTOMECHANIKA
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INTERNATIONAL PRESS VIETNAM
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VIETNAM
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Down tools, it’s the weekend time? Not with  
LIQUI MOLY! Instead, at the Stahlgruber  
show in Chemnitz, our trade fair team had  
its hands full in satisfying the interest in our  
products and service concepts. 
Our Application Engineer Christoph Ladenburger 
(right, black shirt) presented our automatic  
transmission service unit Gear Tronic II in the 
“Technology Center”, where all exhibitors were 
able to present their products for the first time.

CHEMNITZ

STAHLGRUBER EXHIBITION
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Full range, 
full commitment, 
full enthusiasm
With every day that the sun rises in Japan, our 
global brand shines with an even brighter light 
in the Pacific island nation! LIQUI MOLY Japan 
together with Carlos Travé (General Manager 
2-Wheel), Lucas Höpfner (Business Development 
Manager) and Masaki Fukai (Business Develop-
ment Manager) also made an important contribu-
tion at the Tokyo Motorcycle Show.

JAPAN

TOKYO MOTORCYCLE SHOW

Grey outside, wow inside: our 
extensive MOTORBIKE range!
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Clean engine systems and lucrative additional business, thanks to our JetClean Plus cleaning  
machine and the appropriate cleaning additives for gasoline or diesel – this concept of success 
has already spread in workshops all over the world and is now also bearing fruit in Sri Lanka, 
where Honda will also be relying on our clever solution in the future.

SRI LANKA

Award with star: The information stand of our friends from Libya was not only the most visible 
and most visited at the Mercedes Benz Club Show, but also received the award as the best stand 
of all, as a great way to end the day. Congratulations on this exemplary brand work!

LIBYA
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LIQUI MOLY: strikingly different
MOLY-mad partners like the Matty Evans Racing Team 
make our brand stand out worldwide. With this creatively 
wrapped speedster, our friends will soon be heating up the 
English race tracks and will hopefully stand out with their 
looks as well as their top placings. 

ENGLAND

MATTY EVANS RACING TEAM

Whether before the foiling or
after hard racing: 
The right car care is child’s play, 
thanks to our products! 
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High-performance lubricants for high-end sports cars: Together with our Chinese partner  
DU-HOPE, we are supporting Phantom Pro, the first team in the China GT racing series, in order 
to further increase our brand awareness among fans and owners of exclusive sports cars.

CHINA

GT RACING SERIES

The Czech drift team used the calm before the asphalt storm to stage our brand. As a result, blue, 
red and white were not only the dominant colors on the drift track, but also in the drivers’ paddock. 

CZECH REPUBLIC

DRIFT TEAM 2019
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Two is better than one: The LIQUI MOLY GhiaSports team presented two new car designs for the 
spring race of the Pan Delta Super Racing Festival at the Zhuhai International Circuit in China – 
well lubricated and maintained by our race-proven lubricants, care products and service sprays!

CHINA

PAN DELTA SUPER RACING FESTIVAL
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Starting up in the land of samba: Proud and full of anticipation, we welcome AP Winner  
as our sales partner for Brazil to the LIQUI MOLY family worldwide! During a visit to our company 
headquarters in Ulm, Walther Breitfeld (Technical Sales Expert, left) and Maria-Elaine Valerio 
(Sales Manager, right) together with Matthias Bleicher (General Director Liqui Moly Iberia/ 

CUSTOMERS, GUESTS & FRIENDS

BRAZIL

Regional Manager South America, 2nd from right) and Sebastian Ott (Product 
Management) defined a promising, comprehensive start-up product portfolio and thus 
the fundamental cornerstone for successful cooperation!
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Take some German motorcycle building expertise and grease it with Germany’s best oil brand – 
the result is this dream bike with which pilot Eduardo “Edu” Lopez successfully hunts for points 
for Team AE Racing in the Argentine Superbike Series!

PARAGUAY

SUPERBIKE ARGENTINA

A blue-red-white dream on two wheels – 
perfectly lubricated with our 
high-performance products of the 
MOTORBIKE range!  
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LIQUI MOLY products for street bikes

Motorbike Gloss 
Spray Wax

Motorbike Chain Lube

Motorbike Tire Inflator 
and Sealer

Motorbike Chain and
Brake Cleaner

Motorbike Engine
Flush Shooter

Motorbike engine oils Motorbike Radiator 
additives

Motorbike gear oilsMotorbike MoS2 
Shooter

Treats and cleans all plastic 
and metal surfaces and 
ensures a silky gloss.

Permanently lubricates chains
and reduces wear on the 
sprockets. 

Seals holes in tires and tubes
and inflates them again. 

Cleans chains and sprockets 
with a high-pressure jet.
Removes accretions of grease 
and dirt.

Flushes out and cleans the oil 
circuits of motorcycles with 
four-stroke gasoline engines.

Deliver optimum lubrication for
2 and 4-stroke engines.
Reduce wear and ensure
optimum performance.

Radiator Cleaner removes deposits 
in the cooling system. Radiator Stop 
Leak reliably stops even the smallest 
leaks in the cooling system.

The benefits of these gear oils
are easy gear changing and
greater protection against 
wear.

Reduces friction and wear, 
thereby lowering oil and fuel 
consumption.

Motorbike Fork Oil

Motorbike Multi-Spray

Motorbike Cleaner

LIQUI MOLY fork oils ensure
safe handling even after 
lengthy periods of use and are 
offered in a variety of viscosi-
ties.

Lubricates and protects 
accelerator and clutch cables 
as well as other mechanical 
components.

Cleans the motorbike of
all kinds of dirt after use.

Motorbike 4T Shooter Motorbike Speed 
ShooterIncreases engine performance, 

removes deposits and protects 
against corrosion.

Ensures better starting, 
smoother engine running and 
optimized power output.

Motorbike Shock 
Absorber Oil
Prevents the build-up 
of deposits and reduces 
friction and wear.
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More than 300 participants followed the call of the influencer John Rider to the KalokKala party.  
As a sponsor of the event, our friends from LIQUI MOLY Thailand took advantage of the oppor-
tunity to actively promote our brand during the 400 km trip from Bangkok to Petchaburi and the 
partner and sponsor networking which took place in the evening.

Enthusiasm through self-awareness: At the Car Club Meeting of Top Motor Oil (LIQUI MOLY dealer 
in northern Thailand) at the Mae Lao Circuit in Chiang Rai, some 200 car enthusiasts made good 
use of the occasion to experience the performance of our motor oils and additives live and in  
action in their own cars.

THAILAND

The 1st “Bike Maintenance Workshop”, which LIQUI MOLY Thailand held exclusively in coopera-
tion with one of Thailand’s largest cycling sport shops, offered a successful mixture of theory and 
practice. All pedalers were enthusiastic about our extensive BIKE range and the care tips given by 
the experienced professionals.

For a neat start
into the cycling season!

THAILANDTHAILAND
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BIKE PROGRAMM
BIKE PROGRAM

Thekendisplay Bike
Abbildung ähnlich. Individuelle Bestückungen sind möglich.

Counter Display Bike
Figure similar. Custom pallet contents are also possible.

Thekendisplay Bike Art.-Nr. / Counter Display Bike Part No.

2100813

Vertrieb durch:
Distributed by:

50
73

81
70

8

LEVERAGING THE PRODUCT RANGE

EVERYTHING FOR BICYCLES
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Bike Cleaner
Hochwirksamer, biologisch abbaubarer Fahrrad-Reiniger. Speziell für stark verschmutzte Fahrräder. 
Löst und entfernt schnell Schlamm, Schmutz, Staub, Blätter usw. Hinterlässt keine fettigen Rückstän-
de und hat keinen Einfluss auf die Bremswirkung.
Einsatzgebiet: Zur kompletten Reinigung von Fahrrädern und Carbonteilen.

Bike Cleaner
Highly effective, biodegradable bike cleaner. Especially designed for extremely dirty bikes. Quickly 
dissolves and removes mud, dirt, dust, leaves, etc. Leaves no greasy residues and has no influence on 
braking effect.
Area of use: For complete cleaning of bikes and carbon parts.

Bike Kettenreiniger
Speziell entwickelter Reiniger mit ausgewählter Lösungsmittelkombination zur schnellen, problemlo-
sen Reinigung und Entfettung von Ketten im Fahrradbereich. Besonders effektiv auf öligen und fettigen 
Verschmutzungen.
Einsatzgebiet: Speziell entwickelt zum Reinigen von Fahrradketten.

Bike Chain Cleaner
Specially developed cleaner with selected combination of solvents for quick, easy cleaning and degrea-
sing of bike chains. Particularly effective on oily and greasy contamination.
Area of use: Specially developed for cleaning bike chains.

Bike Kettenöl Wet Lube
Hervorragendes Langzeitschmiermittel für die Fahrradkette speziell bei feuchten und schmutzigen 
Einsatzbedingungen. Sorgt für besondere Laufruhe. Schützt alle Metallteile vor Korrosion. Neutral 
gegenüber Kunststoffen, Lacken und Metallen. Auf pflanzlicher Basis, daher umweltfreundlich.
Einsatzgebiet: Speziell zum Schmieren und Pflegen von Fahrradketten bei feuchten oder nassen 
Einsatzbedingungen.

Bike Chain Oil Wet Lube
Excellent long term lubricant with nano-technology for bike chains, especially developed for moist and 
dirty conditions. Ensures particularly smooth operation. Protects all metal parts against corrosion. 
Neutral in contact with plastics, paint and metals. Vegetable base to prevent environmental pollution.
Area of use: Especially for lubrication and care of bike chains under wet or moist conditions.

Bike Kettenöl Dry Lube
Hervorragendes Langzeitschmiermittel mit Nanotechnologie für die Fahrradkette speziell für trockene 
und staubige Bedingungen. Enthält eine spezielle Wirkstoffkombination, die neben ihrer hohen Kriech- 
und Haftwirkung einen extremen Verschleißschutz durch Nanodiamanten besitzt. Außerdem wird die 
Reibung der Kette spürbar verringert und für besondere Laufruhe gesorgt.
Einsatzgebiet: Speziell zum Schmieren und Pflegen von Fahrradketten bei trockenen und staubigen 
Einsatzbedingungen.

Bike Chain Oil Dry Lube
Excellent long term lubricant with nano-technology for bike chains, especially developed for dry 
and dusty conditions. Contains a special combination of active constituents guaranteeing maximum 
penetration and adhesion with nano-diamonds for extreme wear protection. Chain friction is reduced 
perceptibly to ensure smooth operation.
Area of use: Especially for lubrication and care of bike chains under dry and dusty conditions.

Bike Glanz-Sprühwachs
Wachs mit guter Reinigungswirkung und hervorragender Glanzgebung für Fahrräder. Durch das 
superleichte Auspolieren (wie Staub wischen) entsteht bei allen Lack- und Farbtypen eine glatte Ober-
fläche mit einem hohen Glanz und sehr guter Farbtiefe. Die entstehende Schutzschicht gleicht leichte 
Kratzer aus und konserviert den Lack gegenüber witterungsbedingten Einflüssen.
Einsatzgebiet: Die hervorragende Lackpflege für zwischendurch. Optimale Versiegelung der 
Lackoberflächen gegen Witterungseinflüsse. Für die schnelle Aufbereitung von Fahrrädern in Ausstel-
lungshallen.

Bike Gloss Spray Wax
Wax with good cleaning effect and excellent gloss for bikes. Exceptionally easy to polish off (like 
dusting), produces smooth surface with high gloss and exceptionally good color depth on all types of 
paint and enamel. The resulting protective layer compensates minor scratches and protects the paint 
against the effects of weather.
Area of use: Excellent paint care for ‚in between‘. Hermetically seals paint surface against effects of 
weather. For quick preparation of bikes in show rooms.

Bike Kettenspray
Universelles Langzeitschmiermittel für die Fahrradkette sowohl bei feuchten und schmutzigen als 
auch trockenen und staubigen Einsatzbedingungen. Verdrängt Feuchtigkeit, wirkt wasserabweisend 
und sorgt für besondere Laufruhe. Hervorragende Kriech- und Haftwirkung. Schützt alle Metallteile 
vor Korrosion. Neutral gegenüber Kunststoffen, Lacken und Metallen. Auf pflanzlicher Basis, daher 
biologisch abbaubar.
Einsatzgebiet: Speziell zum Schmieren und Pflegen von Fahrradketten bei feuchten und trockenen 
Einsatzbedingungen.

Bike Chain Spray
Universal long term lubricant for bike chains for moist and dirty as well as dry and dusty conditions. 
Displaces moisture, water repelling effect, ensures particularly smooth operation. Excellent penetrati-
on and adhesion. Protects all metal parts against corrosion. Neutral in contact with plastics, paint and 
metals. Vegetable base ensures biodegradability.
Area of use: Especially for lubrication and care of bike chains under wet or dry conditions.

Bike Tyre Fix
Spezielle Wirkstoffkombination, um Reifenpannen-Erstehilfe ohne Demontage zu beheben. Repariert 
platte Reifen, ohne den Reifen ausbauen zu müssen. Nicht anwendbar bei gerissenem Schlauch, seit-
lich aufgerissenem Mantel oder wenn der Reifen von der Felge gerutscht ist.
Einsatzgebiet: Zur Reifenpannen-Ersthilfe für Fahrradreifen von einer Größe von 21 bis 28 Zoll. Für 
schlauchlose sowie Standardfahrradreifen.

Bike Tyre Fix
Special combination of active ingredients for first aid on flat tires without unmounting. Repairs flat 
tires without having to remove tire. Not usable on slit inner tubes, tires with lateral slits or when tire 
has slipped off of rim.
Area of use: For flat tire first aid on 21“ to 28“ bike tires. For tubeless as well as standard bike tires.

Bike LM 40 Multi-Funktions-Spray
Universell einsetzbare Wirkstoff-Kombination mit ausgezeichneten korrosionsschützenden, wasser-
verdrängenden, rost- und schmutzlösenden  Eigenschaften, sowie einer hervorragenden Schmier-
wirkung. Dringt durch sein ausgezeichnetes Kriechverhalten selbst in engste Zwischenräume ein. 
Quietschgeräusche werden zuverlässig beseitigt.
Einsatzgebiet: Die hervorragenden und vielseitigen Eigenschaften ergeben ein weites Feld von Anwen-
dungsmöglichkeiten im Fahrradbetrieb.

Bike LM 40 Multi-Purpose Spray
Universal combination of active constituents with excellent, corrosion-protecting, water-repelling, rust 
and dirt dissolving properties, as well as excellent lubricating effect. Excellent creep characteristics 
ensure penetration into even the tightest intermediate spaces. Reliably eliminates squeaking.
Area of use: The excellent and versatile properties provide a wide range of applications for bikes.

Art.-Nr. / Part No. Gebindeinhalt / Content Gebindeart / Type of container  
2100564 59  100 ml Kunststoffflasche / Plastic bottle

Art.-Nr. / Part No. Gebindeinhalt / Content Gebindeart / Type of container 
2100566 59  1 l Pumpsprühflasche / Spray bottle 

Art.-Nr. / Part No. Gebindeinhalt / Content Gebindeart / Type of container 
2100565 59  100 ml Kunststoffflasche / Plastic bottle  

Art.-Nr. / Part No. Gebindeinhalt / Content Gebindeart / Type of container 
2100811 59  200 ml Aerosoldose / Spray can  
2100567 59  400 ml Aerosoldose / Spray can 

Art.-Nr. / Part No. Gebindeinhalt / Content Gebindeart / Type of container 
2100812 59  200 ml Aerosoldose / Spray can 
2100568 59  400 ml Aerosoldose / Spray can 

Art.-Nr. / Part No. Gebindeinhalt / Content Gebindeart / Type of container 
2100571 59  400 ml Aerosoldose / Spray can 

Art.-Nr. / Part No. Gebindeinhalt / Content Gebindeart / Type of container 
2100570 9  50 ml Aerosoldose / Spray can  

Art.-Nr. / Part No. Gebindeinhalt / Content Gebindeart / Type of container 
2100569 59  75 ml Aerosoldose / Spray can 

9 D-GB-E  22 D-F-I  59 D-GB-E-F-I
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Looking for the finest lubricants for commercial vehicles? Just follow this truck! A great example 
of how creative vehicle printing can “attract” new customers. Imitation recommended!

GERMANY

Thrills and spills in the quarter-final playoff of the German Ice Hockey League – and our logo 
right in the middle of the action! But after the hard-fought game number 6, the Berlin “polar 
bears” sponsored by us unfortunately dropped out of the Best of Seven series against the EHC 
Red Bull Munich.  Nevertheless, a great battle and a worthy advertisement for our brand!

SPONSORSHIP
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In order to raise public awareness of our BIKE line in addition to our core ranges of motor oils, 
additives and vehicle care products, our LIQUI MOLY South Africa team is pedaling hard at  
numerous events through sponsorship, product presentations and technical advice.

SOUTH AFRICA
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Well prepared for the start of the 2019 season: Top fit, top branded and top lubricated, the team  
A.MaiaSport supported by us really whipped up the dust in the two runs of the Santo Tirso Rally  
with two 3rd places!

PORTUGAL

SANTO TIRSO RALLY

Last-minute care before the off-road race: Just as we dedicate ourselves to our products every 
day, Brett Swanepoel worked hard on his Husqvarna before the start of the season in New Hanover 
(KwaZulu-Natal) – the best preparation for a successful National Enduro Championship 2019.

SOUTH AFRICA

Professionals like enduro rider 
Brett Swanepoel rely on 
LIQUI MOLY!

© Photos: Marike Cronje
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Furious victory at the 
Corsica Rally
It is the most famous asphalt rally in the world:  
The “Tour de Corse” is one of the traditional events  
on the World Championship calendar and at the  
same time one of the most demanding. Julius Tannert  
and co-driver Jürgen Heigl secured victory in this  
legendary rally on 347 kilometers of special stages 
along narrow mountain passes, deep gorges and the 
Mediterranean Sea – powered by LIQUI MOLY!

CORSICA

JUNIOR WORLD RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP
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PORTUGAL

JET SKI NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

Whether on land or at sea, LIQUI MOLY always ensures top performance and reliability,  
here too…
The opening race of the jet ski national championships in Portugal took place at the magnificent  
beach of Oeiras. A fantastic weekend with great moments, powered by LIQUI MOLY MARINE!

This very special event was also presented by the Portuguese Water Sports Association.  
More than 40 athletes took part in the race and the spectators were given an impressive show. 
A very big “thank you” goes to everyone involved, especially the hardworking colleagues of 
LIQUI MOLY Iberia!
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New series, proven partners
Next career step for Lucas Engstler with us as partner: 
In addition to his commitment to Engstler Motorsport in 
the TCR Asia Series, he will also compete for the M1RA 
team in the TCR Europe Championship in the future. 
Having assisted Team Engstler for years with our lubri-
cant expertise, we will of course also be here to help.

SPONSORSHIP

TCR EUROPE CHAMPIONSHIP
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The overall winner of the Hauenstein Mountain Race 2018 adorns the poster and all other
advertising media of the Anniversary Race 2019: The blue lightning bolt of driver Mathieu Wolpert 
with the blue-red-white global brand on and under the hood. We are keeping our fingers crossed 
for the whole team with their excellently lubricated Dallara Formula 3 racing car!

SPONSORSHIPSPONSORSHIP

Photo: Joachim Gosswald Photographie

LA RÉUNION 
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ARGENTINA

MOTOGP

Mitch Kuhne, an aspiring Australian motorcycle racer, is so convinced of the top quality of our 
products that he not only uses our lubricants in his racing bike, but also sells them at his 
“Sharkleathers” motorcycle accessories store near Brisbane.

AUSTRALIA

SUPERBIKE SERIES
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YES! An emotional and deserved victory – also thanks to LIQUI MOLY power! The IntactGP 
team sponsored by us delivered a perfect race weekend at the Moto3 race of the MotoGP in 
Austin (Texas). The sensational result: 1st place for Tom Lüthi and 2nd for Marcel Schrötter. 
Congratulations on the convincing double victory!

Experienced a fascinating MotoGP  
weekend with magnificent  
double victory: our winners of the  
BEST BRAND prize draw 2018!

DOUBLE VICTORY

GRAND PRIX OF TEXAS
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racing weekend by the Dynavolt IntactGP team, 
which is sponsored by LIQUI MOLY.
Frank Stege-Schilly:  “This is the best and 
greatest trip we have ever experienced as a 
couple. Meeting the entire team in Austin was 
just wonderful! Everyone was so welcoming and 
took such good care of us. We immediately felt 
like a part of the team.
From amazing hotel to exciting shuttle service 
to the track including welcome gift, not to men-
tion catering in the suite. It was all topped off on 
Sunday by the visit to the box and access to the 
racing track for the drivers’ line-up. My dreams 
came true! And then the team finished as a one-

two! Maybe we were their little German lucky 
charms?!
I have been following motorsports for almost 40 
years and have visited some race tracks in my 
time, but I’ll certainly be telling my grandchil-
dren about this trip. Kati just couldn’t believe 
what we experienced. Thank you very much for 
this unforgettable adventure!” 
We can look forward to two more trip reviews, 
because we have also invited two lucky winners 
to the races in Malaysia and at Sachsenring…

It was a very special weekend for Frank Stege-
Schilly and his partner Katja Kordon: As winner 
of the LIQUI MOLY “Best Brand” competition, he 
had chosen and won a trip to Austin including a 
week’s stay in New York as the holiday of a life-
time. The time had finally come on the weekend 
of April 12. The premier class of motorcycle rac-
ing, the MotoGP, had come to the Circuit of the 
Americas.
However, let’s start from the beginning: As early 
as a week before the race event, the couple was 
able to experience the many sides of New York 
and they were thrilled: “Our brains are struggling 
to deal with all the impressions! Great bars and 

outstanding concerts, an absolute, global melt-
ing pot… we could have not asked for a better 
start to this trip.”
From New York, the journey then continued on-
wards to New Orleans and its French Quarter, to 
experience the next highlight, the French Quarter 
Open Air Festival. From there, the couple finally 
headed to Austin, Texas: This is the US stop for 
MotoGP, a racing series LIQUI MOLY is not only 
supporting on the advertising hoardings, but also 
with comprehensive product expertise, as LIQUI 
MOLY is the exclusive lubricant supplier of the 
Moto2 and Moto3 categories. As the icing on the 
cake, the winning couple experienced a perfect 

The winning couple also met the LIQUI MOLY 
USA team, here with Sales Director Dave Bibb 
(right).

“I’ll be telling my grandchil-
dren about this trip”
The winners of our “Best Brand” competition 2018 enjoyed a 
perfect dream trip to the USA

Frank Stege-Schilly (left) and his partner Katja Kordon were welcomed and well looked after in 
Austin by LIQUI MOLY’s Marketing Director Peter Baumann (right).

LIQUI MOLY COMPETITION

BEST BRAND

Driver Marcel Schrötter (left) from the Dyna-
volt IntactGP team welcomed the couple to pit 
lane, where they were given exclusive insights 
into team procedures.

The Dynavolt IntactGP team was able to put on 
quite a performance in Austin with a perfect 
one-two finish.

Our winning couple was even allowed onto the 
starting grid. 
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Perfect brand work 
by Limorom in Romania
At the internationally renowned KING OF THE HILL HARD 
ENDURO, our friends from Limorom (LIQUI MOLY importer 
for Romania) sponsored the event with starter arches, 
banners and flags along the course for brand presence at 
its finest. Perfect for increasing the brand recognition and 
demand for our MOTORBIKE products on the Romanian 
market! 

ROMANIA

KING OF THE HILL HARD ENDURO 2019
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LIQUI MOLY products for your offroad bike

Motorbike Gloss 
Spray Wax

Motorbike Foam 
Filter Oil

Motorbike 2T Offroad

Motorbike Chain Lube

Motorbike Tire Inflator 
and Sealer

Motorbike Chain and
Brake Cleaner

Motorbike Engine
Flush Shooter

Motorbike engine oils Motorbike Radiator 
additives

Motorbike gear oilsMotorbike MoS2 
Shooter

Treats and cleans all plastic 
and metal surfaces and 
ensures a silky gloss.

Specially developed product
for wetting foam and fabric 
air filters. Also suitable for use 
in extreme conditions.

High-grade fully synthetic
2-stroke motor oil for use
in all 2-stroke engines.

Permanently lubricates chains
and reduces wear on the 
sprockets. 

Seals holes in tires and tubes
and inflates them again. 

Cleans chains and sprockets 
with a high-pressure jet.
Removes accretions of grease 
and dirt.

Flushes out and cleans the oil 
circuits of motorcycles with 
four-stroke gasoline engines.

Deliver optimum lubrication for
2 and 4-stroke engines.
Reduce wear and ensure
optimum performance.

Radiator Cleaner removes deposits 
in the cooling system. Radiator Stop 
Leak reliably stops even the smallest 
leaks in the cooling system.

The benefits of these gear oils
are easy gear changing and
greater protection against 
wear.

Reduces friction and wear, 
thereby lowering oil and fuel 
consumption.

Motorbike Fork Oil

Motorbike Multi-Spray

Motorbike Cleaner

LIQUI MOLY fork oils ensure
safe handling even after 
lengthy periods of use and are 
offered in a variety of viscosi-
ties.

Lubricates and protects 
accelerator and clutch cables 
as well as other mechanical 
components.

Cleans the motorbike of
all kinds of dirt after use.

Motorbike Foam 
Filter Cleaner
Specially formulated 
water-miscible air filter 
cleaning concentrate.

Motorbike 4T Shooter Motorbike Speed 
ShooterIncreases engine performance, 

removes deposits and protects 
against corrosion.

Ensures better starting, 
smoother engine running and 
optimized power output.

Motorbike Shock 
Absorber Oil
Prevents the build-up 
of deposits and reduces 
friction and wear.
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When the CAR FAST TRACK fans of four-wheeled musclemen pursue their passion together, 
of course our brand must also be there! Our highly motivated Colombian partner ensured the 
visibility of our blue, red and white colors and our professional product advice.

COLOMBIA

CAR FAST TRACK
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GARDEN CARE

For hobby gardeners and professional landscape designers, spring is the starting 
signal for the new season. Whether mechanical or manual, most work is carried 
out with tools. And the work is easier to handle when hedge trimmers, chainsaws, 
lawnmowers and the like work perfectly. LIQUI MOLY’s garden program helps here.

Well lubricated  
is half cut

LIQUI MOLY offers its own  
product line for the care  
and value retention of  
garden appliances 

Trimming hedges, mowing lawns and pruning 
trees are just three of the countless jobs that a 
garden has to offer. With stiff branch shears or 
a rumbling lawnmower, working outdoors can 
quickly become an ordeal. To keep gardening the 
fun it should be, chemical specialist LIQUI MOLY 
recommends regular maintenance of equipment 
with a care spray for garden tools. “In this way, 

they remain permanently smooth-running and 
there is no squeaking at all. Of course, it is envi-
ronmentally friendly because it is developed on a 
plant basis,” says Harry Hartkorn. He is Head of 
Application Technology at the Ulm-based lubri-
cant manufacturer. A special lawnmower oil is 
available for 4-stroke engines and those that re-
quire a single-grade oil. And the Universal Oil for 

Garden Equipment is ideal for scarifiers, brush 
cutters, riding mowers, high-pressure cleaners 
and much more. In addition, there is self-mix-
ing 2-stroke motor oil and one for chainsaws as 
well as hydraulic oils and oil for the chains of 
chainsaws – even as biodegradable types. Vari-
ous special sprays round off the portfolio. “Our 
handy helpers are there to ensure that garden 

utensils are always ready for use and do their 
job as long as possible,” says the LIQUI MOLY 
expert. “After all, gardening should be easy to 
do. Then it gives pleasure, whether as a hobby 
or as a job.”
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CERTIFICATION

QUALITY AND ENVIRONMENT

Certification according to DIN ISO standards by an accredited 
certification body significantly increases the acceptance of our 
products and services. However, our certificates are anything  
but a “free ticket to ride for life”, since the certification of our 
management system is only valid for three years. Through the 
certification, we commit ourselves to continuously improve our 
management system, which is checked and confirmed by an  
annual TÜV surveillance audit. Two surveillance audits are 
therefore necessary before recertification. One objective of these 
surveillance audits is to determine whether our management 
systems continue to meet the requirements of ISO 9001 
(quality) and ISO 14001 (environment). At the end of the validity 
period for the certifications, recertification takes place. We have 
successfully mastered these again. The special aspect: In 2019, 
we had ourselves audited for the first time to ISO 14001:2015, 
which means that both LIQUI MOLY and Meguin are now certified 
to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.

The advantages of ISO 9001 certification include the 
optimization of work processes and the avoidance of errors. 
This reduces costs, increases customer satisfaction and image 
and also minimizes risks. Certification according to ISO 14001 
also has many advantages: The environmental 
management system systematizes the operating procedures in-
cluding all processes, in order to increase financial and 
ecological performance and to demonstrate ecological aware-

LIQUI MOLY and 
Meguin successfully 
certified

ness. Environmental management systems offer the oppor-
tunity to involve employees more actively in their company 
and to make better use of their “local know-how”. In this way, 
improvement potentials can be exploited that would otherwise 
often remain hidden. In addition, the targeted use of resources 
reduces costs and increases competitiveness, as many custom-
ers prefer or demand an environmental management system 
when awarding contracts. The environmental management sys-
tem is particularly important in the automotive sector.

All certificates are available on our websites in German, English 
and other languages for shipment to our customers.

Our quality, environmental & energy 
management team (from left to right): 
Alisa Wirtmann and Alexander von Günther 
from LIQUI MOLY and Jörg Paul 
and Selina Bettendorf from Meguin.
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This year again, the company basketball tournament “BBU 01 Company Cup” took place in the 
Kuhberghalle in Ulm. The LIQUI MOLY team was “only” able to win 9th place in the Pro cate-
gory after a good result due to a strong group in 2018 (3rd place in the Fun category), but still 
had a lot of fun and kept the LIQUI MOLY colors flying more than high with some wonderful 

moves and good team statistics! No doubt about it, they are highly motivated for next year! 
From top left to bottom right, the players were: Florian Hasubick, Thomas Richter, Steffen 
Miller, Sina Ataei, Florian Baumann, Jens Klier and Sascha Jardel.

BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT

BBU 01 COMPANY CUP
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Through a plant tour and training with  
Meguin Application Engineer Gerald Lotz 
(yellow vest), our guests from the WM 
branches of Aachen, Siegen, Frechen, 
Gütersloh, Düsseldorf, Dortmund, Hamm, 
Münster, Wesel, Unna and Bonn convinced 
themselves of our technical know-how 
and the modern infrastructure of our oil 
factory in Saarlouis.

With Centro Ricambi, an important Italian 
spare parts dealer visited us in Saarlouis 
together with seven of his most import-
ant workshop customers. Lukas Sonntag 
(Export Area Manager, 4th from right) 
and Rolf Boncori (Meguin Application 
Engineer, right) took the opportunity to 
liqui-molify our guests with a complete 
tour and some lubricant training!

CUSTOMERS, GUESTS & FRIENDS

CUSTOMERS, GUESTS & FRIENDS
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Large crowd of well-wishers on the 50th birthday of our colleague Reiner Marchand (from left  
to right): Rainer Maass (Head of Human Resources), Juri Waigel (Production Foreman), Holger 
Hecktor (Production Foreman), Juri Waigel (Production Foreman), Holger Hecktor (Production 
Foreman), Ingrid Theobald (Assistant to Management), Christian Texter (Head of Production),  
the birthday boy Reiner Marchand (Production), Christian Hermes (Head Shift Supervisor) and  
Alexandra Holzwarth (Assistant to Management).

CONGRATULATIONS

Our guests from CARAT GmbH & Co. KG as well as from ad-AUTO DIENST were impressed by our  
continuous investment measures and the resulting steady increase in the performance capacity of our 
oil production in Saarlouis during the Meguin site tour with Andreas Hohage (Regional Sales Manager, 
2nd from right).

SITE TOUR

Our guests from Auswuchtwelt Ltd. & Co. KG, Fritz Wahr Energie GmbH & Co. KG, Mack 
Mineralöle and PV Technik were also pleased to be given a look behind the scenes at  
Meguin by our colleague Ulrich Greiner (Area Sales Manager, right).
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Cristina Obreja (Quality Assurance, 50th birthday), Friedrich Wiesmüller (Shipping, 30-year anni-
versary) and Ernst Prost (Managing Director LIQUI MOLY).

Flowers are the earth smiling – and our anniversary employees the pride of the LIQUI MOLY family (from 
left to right): Marcus Schilk (Controlling, 50th birthday), Angela Bohnacker (SB Sales, 20-year anniver-
sary), Reiner Schönfelder (Application Engineer, 20-year anniversary),

CONGRATULATIONS
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Monique Neumann (Human Resources, left) and Ernst Prost (center) welcomed our new family 
members Fanny Messina (Export Assistant, 2nd from left), Tanja Baur (Export Assistant)  
2nd from right) and Robin Gad (Purchasing, right) in April. Welcome and have a good start!

NEW RECRUITS

Meguin is also pleased about the competent addition to the 
family: Lisa Liese (on the right) is a new clerk in the Export  
area for the team of Thorsten Alt (Head of Sales). 

NEW RECRUITS
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Everyone is really happy at reunions, because family membership never ends at LIQUI MOLY!  Ernst Prost 
(Managing Director LIQUI MOLY, left) warmly welcomed our former colleague, Mr. Peter Proksch (Com-
mercial Manager 1993–2015).  

Ms. Proksch and Alexandra Holzwarth (Assistant to Management) were also present. Thank you very 
much for the pleasant visit and we hope to see you again soon!

FRIENDS & VISITORS
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Freie Werkstatt, 03/2019

Kfz Wirtschaft, 03/2019

Autohaus, 04/2019
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Krafthand Truck, 01/2019

Markt intern, 11/2019
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INTERNATIONAL PRESS GREAT BRITAIN
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GREAT BRITAIN

SAUDI ARABIA

USA



OUR MONTHLY
MAGAZINE.
PICTURES AND STORIES is for all of us. By all of us. An exceptional 
reflection of an exceptional brand. Share your experiences, 
successes and emotions about the LIQUI MOLY family worldwide – 
with your contribution to the next edition of our company magazine.

This is how your contribution can also be included in PICTURES and STORIES:

OUR SOURCE OF INSPIRATION.

www.liqui-moly.com/en/company/monthly-magazine

Note:The magazine appears on a monthly basis. We therefore ask you to submit content promptly. Photos and articles that are sent after the respective closing date always appear in the following issue.

Inform. 

Spread 

the word. 

Share.

Send your pictures including the associated information as well as 
the declarations of consent for all persons pictured to bug@liqui-moly.de.

Select and name photos. 
Send the completed
declarations of consent.

If all requirements have 
been met, you will find 
your article in the next 
monthly magazine.

Write an e-mail with all 
important information and 
send it to bug@liqui-moly.de

Next 
closing date: 

15. 05. 2019


